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I think being famous is pretty
hard. You have to face haters,
people trying to get to you not
minding persons private space.
Its good in a way that you can
support your wishes and your
kids, parents, friends. So its a
50/50 game, you have to pretend
a lot. /Hermanis Krallišs/

I think when ben a popular is
hard, because their lives
have limits that don't break much. There's a
person on every step who wants to lead false
news and damage the life of that person. Eve
n if they want a go
to some shop, a ther are some fan who wants
to make photo-graph with him (selfportrait).And a more difficult and difficult lif
e for them. /Jēkabs Pūris/

I think that i agree with Hermanis, and others because
being famous and popular isn't that easy, because as
they already said you need to face alot of negativity,
and hate, no matter how popular they might be.
Nowadays everybody would want to be popular, but
they dont think about the fact that along with alot of
people who will like you, there will be alot of people
who hate you aswell. And you have to set boundries for
yourself on what you can and can't do, because of all
the media and stuff like that, and if you are popular,
then you are probably a role model for some people
too, so that they dont do the stuff you do wrong, you
have to be careful with it./ Valts Vecmanis/

I agree with Hermanis, because I think that it
is already hard being a woman because there
are a lot of people that judge your looks on
social media. With popularity comes a lot
more haters so for famous person there is a
lot more hate. On the good side you are able
to inspire a lot of people to do something
nice. It all depends on you. / Laura Grīnberga/

Being popular is not easy, I think we all can
agree on that, but it's something, that you
have chosen to do. When you agree on doing
something, then ofcourse it will either benefit
you or be bad for you. When you are famous,
everything makes consequences, either you
want it or no. Ofcourse it is much easier to
spread awareness of something you are
passionate or worried about, but it can cost
you your personal life. /Renāte Meldere/

Being popular definitely is not easy,because then you
have much haters,people have envy and there are
people who don"t wish you good.There are different
risks,for example someone can steal you if you don't
have guards next to you or do something unpleasant
for you.
You don't have much time,you are almost always
busy, but there are good sides-you can be rich with
your popularity. /Laura Kaimakane/

Being famous is hard, you would have to deal
with a lot of stuff, that normal human being
(not that the popular ones aren't normal)
doesn't have to deal with. Also you would
have no personal life and everywhere you go,
you would have paparazzi stalking on you...
/Līva Ozola/

Being popular is not hard, but it's not easy either. You
are like an influencer and can say stuff, that somebody
will listen to. Also, you don't (usually) have to worry
about money problems, like most of regular people
has. But on the other side, you would have no
personal life and you couldn't say exactly everything
you want, you would have to work with a lot of
people, either you want it or no./Ērika Bukovska/

